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UPCOMING EVENTS

In November we will focus on Cooperation,
Kindness & Courtesy.
Look for our dry erase board on the Parent
table each week to see when we will be:
 Making Squanto pudding
 Reading & making maps
 Preparing & sharing our Thanksgiving
Feast
 Making Native American Fry Bread
 Creating Totem Poles
In December we will focus on helpfulness
& service.
Watch for these fun activities & events:
 Wax resist painting
 Paintings with Evergreens
 Jingle Bells & Magnets
 Candy Cane Eruptions
 Sharing Tales of Pippi Longstocking
 Holding our Winter Toasty Toes Party

DINNER CHAT

“Gratitude is something of which none of us
can give too much. For on the smiles, the
thanks we give, our little gestures of appreciation, our neighbors build their philosophy of
life.”
~ A. J. Cronin

CLUB ACTIVITIES


Voting for favorite club



Picking fun activities within our
Clubs

DON’T FORGET




ABC Care goes outside when the
temperature is above 32 and the
playground is clear—please dress
appropriately!
We will be having a Thanksgiving
feast. Sign-ups will be available.

FROM

THE

OFFICE

Were you aware that the sign language we teach at ABC
Care enables your child to become a bi-lingual individual
faster than most children in the United States? Brain
research now confirms what most of the European countries
have known for years, learning a second language before
the age of ten (10) enables the child to learn the new
language and any other languages at a faster rate!
The brain learns the new language in the same section of
the brain that they learned their native languages in only
when the second language is taught before the age of ten
(10). After ten years of age when a second language is
introduced to a child or adult they store it in a different part
of their brain, hence, this makes recall twice as hard and
takes twice as long to retain the new language.
In the “global world” we now live in every advantage in
education you can provide to your children will benefit them
now and in their future.
ABC Care is proud and happy to partner with you in giving
your children many opportunities for knowledge and
experience that enhance their lives daily!
Robin M. Pierson
Founder/Executive Director
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